After wonderful first week back in school, you will begin to see many events and opportunities populating our calendar. One of our first exciting events is Wednesday's College Fair for all students. Because of this, there will be no Bishop Plus schedule this week, which means **Thursday's dismissal time is 3:05pm.**

Here are a few examples of what's going on in classrooms this week:

**English 9** classes are working through the Jane Schaffer Intensive Writing Program; **Mandarin Chinese** classes are meeting with International students who are giving them Mandarin names and learning how to say and write them in Chinese characters; **Algebra** students are working on math puzzles to explore algebraic equations; **Astronomy** students are putting together a cosmic timeline; **Human Geography** students are piecing together their family histories; and **Intermediate Multimedia** students are learning the ins-and-outs of creating, managing and broadcasting a television production. BDTV will be coming soon!

Enjoy a restful Labor Day weekend!
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